
 

Chapter 6, Tutorial 1  

Predicate Logic Introduction 

In this chapter, we extend our formal language beyond sentence letters and connectives. And even beyond 

predicates and names. Just one small wrinkle, adding two further connectives, allows our simple logic to 

become quite sophisticated. These two connectives are called "quantifiers" because they describe the 

quantities ALL and SOME. 

Still, the price to pay in difficulty is not too bad. We will introduce the language of quantifiers in this tutorial. 

Then give it clearer meaning and better connection to natural language in later tutorials. 

Let's begin with a review of our sentence logic but with names and predicates only; no quantifiers. 

 

PL without Quantifiers 

Now, let's review our ideas about symbolization. We use upper case letters as symbols for both whole 

sentences and predicates. This sounds confusing. But we will always be very clear in context. So, while 'A' 

once symbolized the whole sentence "Chris got an A", we sometimes have used this for "____ got an A". 

Whatever we use a letter to symbolize must be clearly specified. 

For definiteness, 

...keep this sound argument in mind. It will be symbolized in a moment.  

Halpin (whoever this guy is) is either a professor or a faker. 

But (I'm telling the truth, really!) he is no faker. 

So, Halpin is a professor 

Here is such a specification, an "interpretation" that tells us exactly what is meant by each letter.  

F_ : __ is a faker;      P_ : __ is a professor 

h: Halpin  

Now, let's remember a bit of "syntax" for our language with names and predicates.  

To write  

Halpin is a faker 

we write: 

Fh 

This is a bit backward, but we're now used to it. To write... 
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If Halpin is no faker, then he's a professor 

you could write the hybrid form: 

If ~Fh then Ph 

and turn this into a correct answer, remembering that a horseshoe goes in place of the word "then": 

~Fh>Ph 

So... 

again with names and predicates, we take simple, "atomic" sentences like 

Fh 

and 

Ph 

Then we put them together to form the likes of  

~Fh 
 

("Halpin is not a faker")  

or 

Fh v Ph 
 

("Halpin is either a faker or a professor"; note that the outside parentheses have been 
dropped) 

or even  

~(~Fh>Ph) 

This last is built up starting as we already have, constructing '~Fh>Ph', or really '(~Fh>Ph)' when we make the 

parentheses visible, then finally adding the tilde. So, tilde. is the main connective.  

 

PL with Quantifiers 

It is time to add quantifiers. Instead of just symbolize that Halpin is a faker (or whatever you might want to 

say) we will symbolize things like "everyone is a faker" or "someone is a faker". 
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For these we will need quantifiers. Jumping the gun a bit, we'll symbolize the word "every" (or equivalently 

"all", "any", etc.) with an upside down 'A': . And we'll use a backwards-E for "some" and it's synonyms: . 

And soon we will want to get to the more useful "someone at O.U. is an employee and not a professor". Or, 

"everyone at OU is a professor or a student". (Of course, only the first of these two sentences is true.) 

Note: You'll need The Logic Font to display our symbols. Use the '%' key for the backwards-E and 

the '^' for the upside down 'A'.  

 

Example: UD=Sound Arguments 

We start very simple. And with a very precise example. For purposes of this example will be discussing only 

sound arguments. We will ignore everything else. Again: for now the subject matter is the collection of all 

sound arguments. (We could talk instead about all cats, say. But we just need to restrict ourselves in some 

specific way for the example.)  

The subject matter for this example, the universe of discourse, is just the collection of all sound arguments.  

Here's one, a disjunctive syllogism (DS) with only true premises: 

(a) Halpin (whoever this guy is) is either a professor or a faker. 

But (I'm telling the truth, really!) he is no faker. 

So, Halpin is a professor 

We call this one 'a'. Of course, there are lots of others. The collection of sound arguments is infinite in 

principle: you can make longer and longer true sentences making longer and longer arguments fitting DS or 

other valid forms.  

Let's think about all the sound arguments in existence. First we say: 

Universe of Discourse = all sound arguments 

 

W_: __ is valid. 

 

a: the sound argument above in gray. 

Now, it's easy to say of our one argument, a above, that it is valid: 

Wa 

But we need to say more. That a is representative in this way of any sound argument. We do this with 

variables: we use 'x' and later ('w', 'y', and 'z') as placeholders for anything in the universe of discourse. They 

are a little like the blank above in "__ is valid". In fact, hereafter when we say 'W' means "is valid" we will 

write this as 'Wx' means "x is valid". Let's make the change right now:  



Universe of Discourse = all sound arguments 

 

Wx: x is valid. 

 

a: the sound argument above in gray. 

Now, we say that some argument (in our universe of discourse) is valid with our backwards-E:  

(%x)Wx 
 

(read this "there is an x such that x is valid" or as "there is an x making 'Wx' true.")  

So, '(%x)Wx' means that some x, some member of the universe of discourse, is a valid argument. There is a 

way to "fill the blank" making 'W_' true. 

Of course, we already knew that some arguments are valid. Because argument a above is sound, it's an 

example of a valid argument.  

More importantly, because we are only speaking about sound arguments, we can say that they all are valid. We 

symbolize that with the upside down 'A':  

(^x)Wx 
 

(read this as "every x is such that it is valid" or as "all x make 'Wx' true".) 

So, '(^x)Wx' means that every x, every member of the universe of discourse, is a valid argument: Any way of 

filling in the blank of 'W_' is true (so long as we fill in with names for members of our universe of discourse: 

sound arguments). 

 



Another example: this time some are not finished!

 


